Nicaragua one day tour for clients coming on
cruise ship docking in SJDS
It will be a pleasure to help you plan your trip to Nicaragua with us! As we have served many other
tourists coming on the cruise ships. We take pride on our services. Our tour ends up been the best day
of their vacations in their trip.
WE WILL BE BACK AT THE PORT dock between and 4:30pm and 5pm
Our Tour is on a MODERN TOYOTA Hiace VAN 2017 WITH A/C that fits 16 people but since it is a
Japanese designed van for Japanese ppl who are smaller than westerners I don't put more than 12 ppl
in each van.
The tour starts at 8am or before that time if you can be earlier.
The Tour Finishes between 4:30pm and 5pm or earlier if you wish to finish it earlier...
Our first stop will be Rivas in case you would like to use the bathrooms. The distance from San Juan del
Sur to Rivas is 25 minutes.
Visit to Granada City: Granada city is the oldest town from the western hemisphere on mainland. The
distance from Rivas to Granada 1 hour.
In Granada on an unforgettable boat ride we will visit part of the 367 little islands that were form
during the eruption of the Mombacho volcano In Lake Nicaragua (the 10th largest lake in the World),
and also see Spider Monkies in one of the islets…
Walking tour around Granada´s most important historical buildings, Calle la Calzada, passing by the
oldest Church in America; San Francisco, episcopal palace and the Granada´s Cathedral and many other
places of interest.
- Lunch in a very Good Typical Nicaraguan Restaurant.
Masaya: Distance from Granada to Masaya 20 minutes.
In Masaya we will visit MASAYA´S ACTIVE VOLCANO (if it is open the day you come, if not we will visit
an inactive volcano called APOYO LOOK OUT) which is one of the 7 most active volcanoes in the world

and one of the few volcanoes where we can be next to the edge of the crater and see inside of it. We
are not hiking the volcano because there is a road that would take Us on the Van to the top of it…
I am sure you won’t even notice the Time you will pass in the Van or the distances because there will
be things to see along the way and our tour guide will be explaining every single detail.

The tour includes

The Tour fees

· Transportation

2 people = U$165 p/p in a sedan Car

· Bilingual tour guide

4 people = U$140 p/p in a Van

· Tour guide and driver expenses

6-8 people = U$110 p/p in a van

· Entry fees to all the places that we will visit.

10-12 people = U$100 p/p in a van

· Tours, entry fees to volcanoes, national
reserves.

15 - 22 people = $90 p/p
in a Minibus ( with 24 seats )

· Lunch

Not Included
· Alcoholic Drinks
· Tips for the tour guide and driver
· What we don’t describe in this document.

It sounds like a lot to see, but Roads in Nicaragua are the best in Central America and have much
experience for people who comes to Nicaragua for one day or short time.

Also this is more info about Nicaragua:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUmFRUSz4BE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCoQWT0IpVg&nohtml5=False
Let me know what you think and I will be more than happy to answer any other questions.
We are not only one more option in Nicaragua but your best Choice!

Thanks, have a Great Weekend!

We have 8 different MiniVans that fits 10 people in each but the price of the tour will vary depending
of the amount of people in each Van, please look at the prices list above.

In order to confirm every booking we would just need your full names, Cabin
number, Nationalities.
We only take American Dollars Cash and you can pay the day of the tour to
our tour guide at the Port before the tour commences.
Phone # +505 84023559 ( WhatsApp )
Note: If people wants to spend TIME in a particular place we would advice them to book
a private tour and Spend all their day in what is more interesting for them for example
One day tour only in Granada or a one day tour only in Masaya. With the itinerary i am
giving you we try to show you as much as we can from our country in the short time you
have in Nicaragua and of course we will shorter the time in each destination if we need
to because our priority is to take you back to the port dock on time as we have always
do with the clients. Thanks!

